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ABSTRACT 
Let D be a division ring with an involution J such that D is finite-dimensional over 
its center Z and char D+2. Let T: M,,,( D)-+M,(D) be a Z-linear map between 
matrix rings over D. We show that T satisfies [T(X)]* = T(X*) if and only if 
T(X)=Z:AA;XA,. Similarly, T satisfies [T(X)]*= -T(X*) if and only if T(X) 
= Z(A; XB,, - B; XA,). The first of these results generalizes and extends a theorem of 
R. D. Hill [2] on Hermitian-preserving transformations. 
NOTATION AND HYPOTHESES 
Let D be a division ring and Z its 
dimension over Z and that charDf2. 
i.e., a map J:D+D such that 
center. We assume that D has finite 
We denote by J an involution of D, 
(a+ b)‘=a’+ b’, (ab)‘= b’a’, (a’)‘= a 
hold for all a, b E D. It follows that Z’= Z, and we denote by - the 
restriction of J to Z. Then - is an automorphism of Z of order 1 or 2. Let Z, 
be the fixed subfield of this automorphism. 
The three most important examples that we have in mind are the 
following: 
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EXAMPLE 1. D = R; then J is necessarily the identity. 
EXAMPLE 2. D = C, and J is complex conjugation, 
EXAMPLE 3. D= H, and J is the standard involution of H, where H 
denotes the division ring of real quaternions. 
Denote by MG = M;(D) the set of m-by-n matrices over D, and put 
MnJ m = h4,. If A = (a& E M;, then we define A* = (b,) E Mr by bjj = ai. Then 
we have 
JAB)* = B*A* forAEM,$ B EM,k, 
(A+B)*=A*+B* for A,B E MG, 
&q*=xA* forhEZ, AEM:, 
(A*)*=A for A E MG. 
In particular, the map * determines an involution in each matrix ring M,,,, 
A matrix A EM,,, is Hermitian (skew-Hermitian) if A* =A (A* = -A). 
The sets 
and 
X, ={AEM,JA*=A} 
are Z,-subspaces of M,, and since the characteristic is not 2, we have a 
direct-sum decomposition M, = fit, ‘63 X,. 
From now on we fix two positive integers m and n and let C be the 
Z-vector space of all Z-linear maps M,-+M,. For T E c we define T* E L? as 
follows: 
T*(X) = [ T(X*)]*. 
Then it is easy to verify that the equalities 
(T,+T,)*=Tf+T;, (T*)*=T, (AT)* =XT* 
hold for all T’s in C and all X in 2. 
A map T E f? is Hermitian [skew-Hermitian] if T* = T [T* = - T], or 
equivalently, if T(X*)=T(X)* [T(X*)= -T(X)*] for all XEM,,,. The 
Hermitian elements of C form a Z,-subspace X c C, and the skew- 
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Hermitian elements a Z,-subspace ‘% c !I?. . Since char Df2, it is clear that 
wehave c=‘x@x. 
It is easy to verify that T* = T if and only if 
T( X,) c K and T( %+J c 'xn. 
Similarly, we have T* = - T if and only if 
T( X,) c zK, and T('%,)c%,. 
Note that in the situation of Example 2 the conditions T ('X,) c 'SC, and 
T(&,)c%, are equivalent to each other, because T is C-linear and we 
have L%,,, = i ‘x,,, and ‘%, = i ‘&, , where i is the imaginary unit. Thus, in this 
case T E !? is Hermitian if and only if it is Hermitian-preserving in the 
terminology of R. D. Hill [2]. 
CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM 
Using the notation and the hypotheses made in the previous section we 
can state our results as follows: 
THEOREM. 
(i) A Z-linear map T: M,,+M,, is Hermitian if and only if it can be 
written as a finite sum 
T(X)= 2 kAA;XA, 
with A, E Mz. 
(ii) A Z-linear map T: M,-+M,, is skew-Hermitian if and only if it can 
be written as a finite sum 
T(X) = x (A;X& - B;XAJ. 
We shall first establish two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.' Every Z-linear map f: D+D has the form 
where as, b, ED and t is some integer. 
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Proof. If Do is the opposite ring of D we have a canonical 
homomorphism of Z-algebras: 
D @zD*+Endz(D). (I) 
It is characterized by the fact that the image of any element a @ b E D azDo 
is the Z-linear map f: D+D given by f(x) = arb. The assertion of the lemma 
follows from the fact that (1) is an isomorphism. For this last result we refer 
the reader to [3], Theorem 46, p. 154. n 
If A,B EM:, we define TA,B EC by T,,,(X)=A*XB, and we put 
T. = T“.A. 
LEMMA 2. Every T E f? is a finite sum of elements TA,B, where A, B E 
MZ. 
Proof Let M,” (i, j) be the set of matrices in MJ whose entries are zeros 
except possibly the (i, j)-entry. Then we have a direct-sum decomposition of 
Z-vector spaces: 
M,,,= @MM,(i,j), 
M,,=@M,(kr), 
It suffices to prove the lemma in 
l<i,j<m, (2) 
l< k,r< 12. (3) 
the case when T is zero on each 
summand of (2) except on one of them, say M,(i, i), and the image of T is 
contained in one summand of (3), say M,( k, r). Thus we have 
T(E,(i,i;x))=E,(k,r;f(x)) 
where, in general, we let Ez(i,i; x) denote the matrix in Mt whose (i, j)-entry 
is x and all other entries are zeros. Since T is Z-linear, so is f: D+D. 
By Lemma 1 we can write f in the form 
‘See also I. N. Herstein, Noncummutatiue Rings. (Carus Mathematical Monographs, 15), 
Math. Assoc. of Am., 1968, p. 93, line 1. 
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where as, b, E D. Then it is easy to verify that 
A:=E,“(k,i;a,) and B,=Ez( j,r;b,). 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
Proof of the theorem. For every A EM,” we have TA E %, because 
[T,(x)]*=(A*xA)*=A*x*A=T,(x*). 
Let X ’ be the additive subgroup of X generated by all elements TA. 
Note that 
TA,B + TB,A = TA +B - TA - T,j, 
andso T,,+T,,EX’. 
We also have’ TA,B - TB,A E x, because 
[(T,,,- T,,,)(X)]*=(A*XB-B*XA)* 
= B*X*A -A*X*B 
= -(T,,B-TB,*)(x*)~ 
Let X ’ be the additive sub-semigroup of ZK generated by all elements 
T - TB‘4. Since this set of elements is stable under the map T-+ - T, it 
fr%ws that X ’ is in fact a subgroup of X . 
We have to show that X ’ = 3c and ‘% ’ = x . Both assertions will follow 
if we show that C = ‘3C ’ + X ‘. By Lemma 2 it suffices to show that every 
element TA B 
have ’ 
is in X ’ + % ‘. This is indeed so, because if we put B = 2 C we 
T .,,=(T,,.+T,,,)+(T,,.-T,,*) 
and TAC+TC,AEX’, TAc- 
pleted. ’ 
T,,, E x ‘. The proof of the theorem is com- 
n 
REMARK 1. For the situation of Example 2, part (i) of our theorem was 
proved by R. D. Hill [2] when m = n and by M.-D. Choi [l] and J. de Pillis 
[4] in the general case. 
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REMARK 2. Let us take again Example 2. Then T E C is in X if and 
only if T is the complexification of a real linear map x, + ‘%, . All the 
eigenvalue theorems of Hill [2] follow from this fact immediately after taking 
m= 72. 
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